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From The President 
by Bruce 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to everyone. I hope 2016 was an 

enjoyable year for you all and all those New year resolutions were followed 

through with. (Yeah right)! 

Here’s hoping for a great summer to get out and do some flying around this 

great country of ours. 

 I know our Club Captain has some trips lined up for 2017 and I hope to have 

a trip away myself during the summer. 

For the last part of the year we had the Regional Flying competitions in Para-

parumu and congratulations to all those who took part we all had a great 

weekend away, (see the results later in the newsletter). We look forward to 

the Nationals in February in the rural metropolis of Taumarunui. 

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the rest of the committee members 

for their help and support during the year and to the staff at the aero club 

who are doing a fantastic job for the club. Also the members who have 

helped during the year with various events, Friday nights and jobs around the 

airfield. The fact that members pitch in makes this such a wonderful club. 

We missed Kevin Ewing our bar man and Friday night Chef for a few weeks at 

the end of the year due to illness although he did make a special effort and 

he put on a wonderful Christmas dinner for us the ham was fantastic. We 

wish him a full and speedy recovery in the New Year. 

All the best for the festive season everyone and drive and fly safe. 



Well, we have had a rather 
busy end to a busy year!  

Early November saw our Re-
gionals team (those who won 
the club competitions) com-
pete down in Paraparaumu at 
the Cook Straight regionals. 
The competitors who won at 
regionals qualify to compete at 
the Nationals in February, 
which is being held in Taumar-
anui. We had a fabulous and 
extremely successful weekend, 
winning almost every competi-
tion we entered. We will also 
be representing the Cook 
Straight region in the Wigram 
Cup at Nationals. Well done to 
all of you who competed, you 
all did so well. The Club are 
extremely proud of you! 

As per usual the weather did-
n’t play nice for our November 
club day. The plan was to fly 
down to the Whites airstrip for 
afternoon tea, but we had to 
settle for a road trip in the 

van! Thank you so much to 
John and Lynne for having us. 
The food and company was 
fabulous, fingers crossed we 
will be able to fly in next time! 

December the 11th was the 
date for our Club Christmas 
party and this was a fantastic 
evening! We had a great turn 
out for the cricket game which 
was a laugh to say the least! 
It’s safe to say we won’t be 
losing any of our club members 
to the Black caps anytime 
soon! 

Santa arrived in style bringing 
presents for all the kids who 
had been good this year. The 
food was delicious and there 
was certainly plenty of it. 
There were lots of full bellies 
that evening! Thank you so 
much to everyone who contrib-
uted you all did an amazing 
job! Also a big thank you to 
John Managh for providing the 
post dinner entertainment 

which was a great way to finish 
the evening! 

I can’t believe that I have 
been club instructor for almost 
a year now and what a year it 
has been! I just want to say a 
huge thank you to everyone for 
welcoming me into the club. It 
has been so great getting to 
know you all. Thank you to 
everyone who has been in-
volved in and helped organise 
club days, club trips and eve-
rything in between. A special 
thank you goes out to Caroline, 
our club captain, for doing 
such a fantastic job, it has 
been really appreciated. 

We have such a fantastic club 
and this year has been so much 
fun. Let’s make 2017 even bet-
ter! 

I hope everyone had a safe and 
enjoyable Christmas and New 
Year with family and friends! 

Club News by Cass Jeffries 

From the Club Captain by Caroline Goodwin 

Hi All, 

Well, we have arrived in 
2017! The weather is a fine 
and sunny 22 degree’s,  

I hope you all had a great 
Christmas and are still en-
joying a restful new year 
break!!! 

Cassandra has just asked for 
a few words from me so I 
thought I would start by say-
ing a big thank you to those 
in the club who have assist-
ed me along my incredible 
journey, discovering a whole 
new world up there in the 
sky and how to fly up there 
all by myself!! I now look 
down and wonder why it 
took so long to give it a try. 
I have particularly enjoyed 

getting to know many of you 
who share this particular joy 
and who pass on your 
knowledge. Thank you. 

I also want to say a big 
thank you to those who 
shoulder responsibility and 
keep the club rolling on a 
daily basis. In particular 
Helen and Cassandra do a 
wonderful job with the mil-
lion little things to keep the 
doors open over weekends, 
regular instruction and mak-
ing sure we have top-notch 
systems to keep us all safe 
and happy. Thanks also to 
Mads and Hamish who con-
tinue to give many, hours of 
voluntary time as part of 
the instructing team, these 
happy, approachable, expe-

rienced mentors help keep 
us all on track. We have a 
great wider group as well 
who all contribute in many 
different ways, volunteering 
their time and skills. 

Lastly, lets make 2017 full 
of fun and flying, keep an 
eye on the website or Face-
book page for news and 
events. Friday night is a 
great time to stop and catch 
up over a drink and a meal.  
Remember also, our club 
BBQ and flying activity 
(weather permitting) on the 
last Sunday of every month.  



The Vn Diagram 

Let’s look at an aircraft struc-
tural limitations example. An 
aerobatic aircraft has the fol-
lowing limits on its airframe: 
“At an all up weight (AUW) of 
2500 lb the aircraft has a stall 
speed of 63 knots, a VA of 148 
knots (at 4 G) and limit loads 
of +6 G and –3 G, a VNE of 209 
knots, an inverted stall speed 
of 85 knots, unrestricted use 
of aileron up to VA or 
4 G, no aileron de-
flection allowed be-
yond 4 G, but re-
duced aileron deflec-
tion allowed above 
VA, reducing linearly 
to 50% deflection by 
VNE. Negative G lim-
its reducing from –3 
G at VA linearly to – 
1.4 G at VNE.” A bit 
of a mouthful, and 
fairly hard to remem-
ber. Also, if you were 
in the game of oper-
ating the aircraft to 
its limits, maybe for 
aerobatic competi-
tions, could you easi-
ly calculate the stall 
speed and maximum 
G loading you would 
get at, say, 120 
knots? How about the 
negative G limit at 
180 knots? An easier 
way of presenting all 
of this data, and 
finding the answer to 
these questions, is by 
using the VN dia-
gram. This is quite 
simply a graph of G against 
speed. Together, speed and G 
limits provide the ‘flight en-
velope’ of the aircraft – what 
it is allowed to do, what it 
can not physically do, and 
what it should not do. Refer 
to the accompanying diagram, 
which has been divided up in-
to four areas as follows:  

Blue Area  

The blue area represents a 
combination of speed and G 
that the aircraft is physically 
incapable of reaching. The 
aircraft will stall before 
enough lift can be generated 
to produce the G force that 
can damage the airframe. The 

curved lines between the blue 
area and the other areas are 
the stall lines, for both normal 
and inverted flight. Remem-
bering the good old lift formu-
la L = CL1 /2pV2 S, and taking 
1 /2 p (air density), and S (the 
wing area) to be constants for 
a given aircraft, then lift gen-
erated is proportional to CL 
(the co-efficient of lift) and 

V2 . We also know that CL 
reaches a maximum value, as 
the aircraft is about Ways to 
Hurt Your Aircraft – The VN 
Diagram In a previous article 
titled “Ways to Hurt your Air-
craft” in the July/August 2001 
issue of Vector, ways of over-
stressing your aircraft were 
discussed. The article deliber-
ately avoided too many de-
tails about airframe loading 
and instead concentrated on 
general aerodynamic princi-
ples. This article goes into 
these technical details in 
more depth. Ways to Hurt 
Your Aircraft – The VN Dia-
gram to stall. So at the stall, 
lift is proportional to V2 . The 

G force the aircraft experi-
ences is in turn a function of 
lift divided by aircraft weight 
(G = L/W). Therefore, if the 
aircraft is producing twice as 
much lift as it weighs, both it 
and its pilot will be subject to 
2 G. If we again assume 
weight to be a constant, then 
G is proportional to lift, which 
at the stall is proportional to 

V2 . The stall 
lines are there-
fore curves that 
show a squared 
relationship.  

Green Area  

The green area 
shows the speed 
and G combina-
tions where there 
is no aerodynam-
ic restriction on 
aircraft opera-
tion. (There may 
be other limits, 
such as flap or 
gear limiting 
speeds or G – re-
fer to the aircraft 
Flight Manual for 
details.)  

Yellow Area  

The yellow area 
depicts speed or 
G combinations 
where there is 
some limit on the 
airframe. These 
are often related 
to use of aileron. 
In this diagram, 

the aircraft is limited to no 
aileron application above +4 G 
or below –2 G, and a re-
striction on the amount of ai-
leron that may be used as 
speed increases above 146 
knots.  

 

 

Red Area  

The red area is a no-go, in 
which you are likely to cause 
damage, either through too 
much G or excessive speed.  



The Vn Diagram cont... 

Cameron Osmond 

Morgan Fannin 

Paul Gibbons 

Melissa des Landes 

Welcome to our new Club Members 

Further Points to Note • 

The green area extends below 
the normal stall speed, right 
down to zero airspeed. Re-
member that the stall is a 
function of angle of attack, 
not speed. You can quite hap-
pily fly the aircraft in un-
stalled flight well below the 
normal (level flight) stall 
speed, but the amount of lift 
that can be generated will not 
be sufficient to keep the air-
craft level. Aircraft engaged 
in aerobatics regularly fly at 
speeds well below the normal 
stall speed – you just can’t do 
it for too long before gravity 
takes over though! • As speed 
increases, the G that can be 
produced also increases to the 
point that the maximum G 
load for the aircraft is 
reached. This occurs at VA, or 
the maximum manoeuvring 
speed. Up to that speed, full 
elevator may be applied with-
out G limits being exceeded 
(although good airmanship 
and passenger comfort might 
dictate a gentler use of the 
controls). Beyond VA, abrupt 
application of full elevator 
will overstress the aircraft, so 
some caution is required when 
operating within this speed 
range. • The stall line curve 
for normal flight is steeper 
than that for negative G or 
inverted flight. Unless you are 
flying in a purpose-built aero-

batic aircraft with a symmet-
rical wing section, the aircraft 
wing is more efficient at pro-
ducing lift the right way up. 
So for a given speed, the air-
craft will produce less lift 
(and hence G) inverted than it 
would in normal flight. • The 
speed axis in the VN diagram 
is usually depicted for EAS 
(Equivalent Airspeed, which is 
the IAS corrected for instru-
ment error, temperature and 
compressibility), which is a 
measure of the aerodynamic 
load on an aircraft. For most 
light aircraft, given an accu-
rate ASI, it is near enough to 
the IAS. For some aircraft the 
TAS (or Mach Number) may 
become the limiting factor, 
and the VN diagram will not 
depict all the information re-
quired to safely operate the 
aircraft. For instance, the VNE 
on many aircraft reduces with 
altitude due to the effects of 
flutter. Other information 
that is not contained in the 
VN diagram includes any flap 
limits (either G or speed re-
lated), or landing gear limits. 
• In the accompanying VN dia-
gram, the negative G limit ini-
tially follows the stall line to 
the maximum allowable nega-
tive load (–3 G) then steadily 
reduces as the maximum 
speed is reached. This is due 
to the effect of washout, 
which is designed to ensure 

that the wing tips stall after 
the wing root, thus providing 
roll control and stability right 
up to the stall. Washout also 
means that in normal flight, 
the lift distribution over the 
wing is greater at the root, 
reducing towards the wing 
tips. Now imagine the aircraft 
is flying inverted. Washout 
becomes ‘wash in’ and the 
wing tips are at a higher angle 
of attack than the wing root, 
and thus are producing more 
of the lift. At higher speeds 
this puts an unacceptable neg-
ative bending load on the 
wing structure, hence the re-
duced negative G limit. • Fi-
nally, remember that the VN 
diagram is for a stated 
weight, normally the MAUW. 
At weights below this, the air-
craft can generate more G at 
a given speed. This means 
that the VA reduces as weight 
decreases, making it easier to 
inadvertently overstress the 
aircraft. Operation close to 
the limits of the flight enve-
lope should only be undertak-
en where absolutely necessary 
and with suitable training. Al-
ways refer to the aircraft 
Flight Manual for any specific 
limits.  



Young Eagles by Pete Steers 

Hi All.  It is with great ex-
citement I have to announce 
that we have secured  the 
first part of a grant for the 
Build of a Vans RV12 Micro-
light. This build will be car-
ried out by eight Young Ea-
gles and twelve Air Ca-
dets.  Eastern and 
Central Trust have 
kindly granted one 
third of the cost 
which covers the 
stage one kit. This 
consists of the 
complete air 
frame compo-
nents.  The second 
third, which we 
will seek funding 
for, will be for the 
100hp Rotax en-
gine. The final 
third for the Avi-
onics and paint.  

 Malcolm Belcher and myself 
will drive this project over 
the next two years and we 
could do with some help in 
the form of tools. Most spe-
cial tools and new equip-
ment will be purchased at 
the out sett but if any mem-
bers have good second hand 
tools they could spare, like 
working cordless drills, drill 

bits, countersink cutters, 
vice clamps etc..... Any-
thing. It would be much ap-
preciated. I can be contact-
ed on  0212350260 

As of the 5th of February I 
will be standing down from 

the Young Eagles coordina-
tor position. I am looking for 
somebody to take the role 
on. If anybody out there is 
keen please get in touch 
with me and I will explain 
the role. 

Flying New Zealand give all 
the literature, handouts and 
information required to help 
run the program. Its not too 
difficult.  2-3 hours first 

Sunday of the month. So 
come on and give it a go.  

The Young Eagles this Sun-
day had a busy time visiting 
various kind peoples hang-
ers.  Our subject was Air-
frames and Engines so we 

started at Watties 
and John showed us 
helicopters and 
Tomahawk's in vari-
ous states of repair. 
Then onto Jan and 
Gerry to see 
their  beautiful clas-
sic aircraft. Many 
thanks to Jan for 
taking Lauren for a 
fly and to Gerry for 
giving the YE a plas-
tic model aircraft kit 
to put together. On-
to Hamish who ex-
plained the differ-

ence in the construction of 
his aircraft whilst still put-
ting his starter motor on his 
plane. Great stuff. Lastly to 
Malcolm and the RV12. An 
insight into what's in stall 
for the YE who will be build-
ing an RV12. 

Nick managed to get a flight 
in with me so all in all a 
busy morning. Cheers every-
body. 

Member Achievements 

Congratulations to Hayden Faulknor on 
achieving his Advanced National certifi-
cate and passenger rating! We are all so 
proud of you!!! 



Pauanui Trip by Sam Fraser 

The team had arrived 
to the aerodrome on 
Sunday morning all 
planned and ready to 
head off for the three-
hour flight to Ruawai 
for fish & chips, but 
Mother Nature had 
other plans. The cloud 
was sitting on the 
ranges and wasn’t 
looking to move till 
11am – which meant 
we wouldn’t be able to 
get to our lunch stop 
in time. The maps 
were brought out to 
look for plan B and it 
was decided on 
Pauanui.  

 

After re-planning, the 
three aircraft were on 

the way; FTQ with Jess 
& Sam, ZZB with Steve 
& Cass and BPM with 
Mike & Graeme. As we 
approached the ranges 
the cloud seamed to 
still be hanging 
around, but after a bit 
of exploring, an open-
ing was found and over 
we went, and the race 
was on! On the other 
side was a completely 
different day with the 
cloud up above 4000ft 
allowing us to point 
the nose straight to-
wards Pauanui. All 
three aircraft managed 
to arrive within 
minutes of each other 
to the aerodrome and 
then it was off to find 
lunch.  

On arriving back to the 
aircraft, after re-
fuelling the pilots, the 
aircraft were checked 
for their fuel. But 
there was a little prob-
lem – we had no step-
ladder to check ZZB’s 
tanks, so Jess was 
propped up onto Sam’s 
shoulders to dip the 
tanks for Steve and 
Cass before heading on 
our way home.   

 

FTQ and BPM had a 
quick stop in Taupo for 
fuel while ZZB flew 
overhead towards Has-
tings. 



Pauanui Trip cont... 

 



Regionals by Cass Jeffries 
After a great turn out for our 
club competitions, we were 
able to put together a 10-
person strong team for region-
als 2016. This year the Cook 
Straight Rally was held by the 
Kapiti Aero Club at the Para-
paraumu airfield on the week-
end of the 4th – 6th of Novem-
ber. 

The Friday morning saw FJS, 
FTQ, FQQ, KIX and EKG head 
off South. We experienced a 
few bumps through Woodville 
and there were a 
few showers 
hanging over 
Levin, but apart 
from that it was 
a lovely flight. 

On our arrival at 
Paraparaumu we 
were met with 
tea and coffee 
and a freshly 
baked cake (we 
hoped it was for 
us anyway)! 

The afternoon 
gave our compet-
itors a chance to 
get some prac-
tice in, which I am sure helped 
in giving us that winning edge! 
A special mention has to go to 
Esther Harrington for travel-
ling all the way from Kerikeri 
(by car) to join us 834 km lat-
er!!! Now that is commitment! 

We were lucky to have a fabu-
lous BBQ provided for us on 
the Friday night by the Kapiti 
members, and of course the 
bar was open! Unfortunately, 
my “no drinking” policy wasn’t 
too popular with the rest of 
the team ha-ha! 

We were all pretty tired after 
our big day so an early night 
was had by all. Hence we were 
rearing to go the next day - 

competition day! 

The weather thankfully held 
out for us and all competitions 
were completed. It is safe to 
say we did rather well winning 
13 of the competitions!  

Results as follows: 

Cory Wright Cup (Aerobatics): 
1st Brett Pearce 

Airways Corporation (Flight 
manoeuvres): 1st Jess Smith 

Jean Batten (Pre- flight and 
circuits): 1st Sean Mitchell 

Newman Cup (Ladies circuits): 
1st Jess Smith 

Sir Francis Boys (Precision cir-
cuits):  2nd Graeme Campbell 

GM Spence (Forced landing): 
1st Michael Fleming 

Microlight Circuit: 1st Hayden 
Faulknor 

Airwork Cup (Low Flying PPL): 
3rd Mads Slivsgaard 

Wanganui Trophy (Low Flying 
CPL): 2nd Esther Harrington 

Oscar Garden Trophy (GPS 
Navigation): 1st Glenn Riddell 

Microlight Navigation: 1st Hay-
den Faulknor 

Ivon Warmington (Life raft 
Dropping): 2nd Graeme Camp-
bell and Michael Fleming 

Rotorua Trophy (Target bomb-
ing): 1st Graeme Campbell 

Wigram Non Instrument Cir-
cuits: 1st Mike Fleming 

Wigram Instrument Flying: 1st 
Mads Slivsgaard 

Wigram Junior Landing: 1st 
Jess Smith 

Wigram Cup Winners: Hawkes 
Bay and East Coast Aero 

Club!!!! 

The Prize Giving 
was held at Club 
Vista right on the 
waterfront with 
amazing views of 
Kapiti Island. We 
had a yummy buf-
fet meal and quite 
a few laughs were 
had!! 

Sunday morning 
weather was a bit 
rubbish, so we 
waited for it to 
clear enough for 
our trip home. We 

filled in time with a nourishing 
feed of Maccas for breakfast 
then off we went! 

All in all, it was a great and 
extremely successful weekend 
with 9 of our members qualify-
ing for Nationals 2017. The Na-
tionals are being held in Tau-
maranui over the period 16th – 
19th February 2017. A very big 
thank you to our supporters 
Colin, Caroline, Anne and In-
grid! Also to Mike Fleming for 
driving the van for us, it was a 
lifesaver! 

And of course thanks Kapiti for 
putting up with our shenani-
gans!!  



Regionals cont... 

 



Christmas Party by Caroline Goodwin 

This was a traditional 
affair with everyone 
ready to slip into 
Christmas celebrating 
knowing the end of the 
year and a well-earned 
break was near.  

 

We started with a fun 
game of cricket to a 
few beats on Sam’s 
speakers. The pitch  
especially prepared for 
the game outside the 

club rooms had plenty 
of life. Some looked on 
from the balcony, be-
lieving we had a new 
grass runway and were 
busy planning an ap-
proach!!! 

 

Father Christmas ar-
rived in his red plane, 
sprinkling lollies. Cas-
sandra was caught re-
living her childhood at 
the very same venue 

vigorously diving for a 
large quota! 

 

John ably entertained 
us with his quiz and 
some surprise poems 
after a few bubbles, 
delicious hot ham, 
potluck salads and 
dessert.  

 

Thanks everyone  



Christmas Party 
 



Views From the top from Steve Algar 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Cont... 



Reluctantly, I have decided to hang up my flying goggles. It’s just a question of age and motivation, and 
the commitment to continue to own and maintain two aeroplanes, and other things that seem to take 
precedence. 

So, I am offering my Multiple Award Winning Pulsar XP for sale. 

I built the aircraft from a kit and flew it first in December 2000. It is an amazing little aeroplane in 
terms of looks and performance. I have flown non-stop between Bridge Pa and Ashburton a number of 
times, in about 3 hours 15 minutes. On one of these trips, on a very rare day, I cruised from about Lake 
Ferry to Waipukurau in virtually a straight line at 120 knots, with my arms folded, just providing a little 
directional correction using the rudder pedals from time to time. The altitude hold control did what it 
is supposed to do. 

Asking price $71,000 

Rotax 912UL 
Total time 514 hours  
 
* Complete documentation, build books, log books  
* Always hangered  
* All maintenance up-to-date, current BRA  
* Currently registered as Special Category-Amateur Built  
* Easily switched to Microlight [I will undertake to arrange this for a confirmed buyer, if required]  
 
* Arplast PV50 in-flight adjustable electric prop  
* Electric pitch and roll trim  
* Electric flaps  
* Wig Wag lights  
* XCom radio  
* Trig mode S transponder  
* 406 ELT  
 
Cruise 120-130 knots, average 12-14 L/hr  
Max in level flight 145 knots 

 

FOR SALE 



TWIN SISTERS REUNITED by Trevor Doig 

In 2013 two sisters were 
conceived in Auckland, born 
in Italy and adopted in Tau-
po.   They were the two 
Tecnam P2008’s named Zu-
lu Zulu Bravo and Zulu Zulu 
Delta.  They were destined 
to share their lives together 
in Taupo as training aircraft 
alongside each other, but 
fate intervened and they 
were separated.  ZZB was 
sent to Wanaka for a busy 
life which included some 
training, and ZZD was des-
tined for a quieter life of 
luxury in Auckland with two 
private owners. 

All was great for them both 
for a couple of years till 
ZZB was put up for re-
adoption and quickly went 
to a new home, and that 
home was to be the 

Hawke’s Bay and East Coast 
Aero Club.  The older but 
much loved Tecnam Echo, 
THA, was quickly farmed 
out to make room for her 
younger sister.  Nothing too 
unusual about that, but 
there was a Hastings club 
member who had known 
that the P2008 was availa-
ble and as much as he liked 
it didn’t take up the offer 
and regretted it once she 
arrived in Hastings.  

That prompted a call to the 
NZ adoption agency and low 
and behold, by a huge coin-
cidence, the Auckland sis-
ter was also for available 
for re-homing.     

Not to be caught out again, 
our previously tardy club 
member didn’t dilly around 

and soon ZZD was on her 
way to the Hastings Aero-
drome to share skies with 
her sister as was originally 
intended.    

Once again, another air-
craft had to make way for 
the new arrival, and alt-
hough many thought they 
would never see the day, 
the much loved and ad-
mired Tango Romeo Delta 
was put on the market.  I 
believe the owner never 
thought he would do it ei-
ther.   

So, that is the story of the 
twin sisters, I am sure they 
are going to be very happy 
together again. The day this 
article was written both the 
sisters were seen buzzing 
around together. 



 Farmer flies in to help quake-trapped family in Kaikoura  By Glen Scanlon  

Andrew Bowmar sums it 
up pretty simply: "It's just 
what you do when you 
need to help." 

When the magnitude 7.5 
quake struck yesterday he 
was at home near Gore 
with partner Lucy Millton. 
The problem was Lucy's 
mum and family were on 
their farm in Waipapa, on 
the southern bank of the 
Clarence River outside 
Kaikoura. 

Mr Bowmar, a farmer, said 
he needed no 
convincing - the 
choice was easy. 
He and Ms 
Millton got his 
Cessna 185 out 
and were in the 
air by 8am on 
their way to find 
out what was 
happening. 

A quick re-
fuelling stop in 
Rangiora and 
their destination was in 
sight after a couple of 
hours. 

There was only one issue - 
because they could not 
contact anyone on the 
farm, they weren't sure 
the grass airstrip was safe 
to use. So, he had to get 
someone's attention on 
the ground. 

Down below, Clarence 
River Rafting co-owner 
Ben Judge noticed the 
plane repeatedly buzzing 
his base. 

"Andrew and I didn't talk 

at all but I could see him 
circling and knew what he 
was up to." 

Mr Judge got a couple of 
his staff to stand at either 
end of a section of the 
highway and Mr Bowmar 
brought the plane down. 

He was modest about his 
flying skills. "There was a 
tonne of room because 
there is a parking area 
just there where people 
get off." 

Mr Judge was happy to 
see Mr Bowmar, as he 
needed to check on the 
safety of people on the 
Clarence River, which had 
damned up. 

"I begged him to fly me 
up. I had to make an as-
sessment of the dam. I 
knew the rafters weren't 
in any trouble but I was 
concerned for other pri-
vate groups up there. 

"It worked out really well 
for me ... it was marvel-
lous fun." 

 

Mr Bowmar said he was 
able to help track down 
people on the river and 
radio their positions. Then 
it was a beeline for the 
family farm where they 
were able to land safely. 

"Yeah, they were ecstatic 
and overjoyed to see us," 
Mr Bowmar chuckled. 

The family were all well 
but the farm was heavily 
damaged. 

"It's taken a hid-
ing. A lot of the 
fencing is gone, 
the water pipes 
and mains de-
stroyed and the 
tanks were 
knocked over." 

The farm was 
also home to 
the three cows 
left stranded 
about 5m up on 
a piece of 

ground after the land 
around them fell away. 

Mr Bowmar joked they 
were looking for good ide-
as to get them down. 

Today they flew to Blen-
heim to get supplies for 
the farm and were likely 
to stay to get the water 
back up and running, he 
said. 

"We're going to be here a 
while to help them ... it's 
just what you do when 
you need to help." 
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YOUNG EAGLES CO-ORDINATOR 

Peter Steers 021 235026 rebelflyer1951@gmail.com 

Upcoming Events 

2017 Evening Lectures 6-8pm 

18th January– 15th February- Law 

22nd February– 22nd March– Human Factors 

 

January Club Day Sunday 29th details to come 

 

2017 Duty Pilot Roster 




